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Colour us a warm orange, label us caring, sharing
I felt it when I moved here in 1982. The gradual growth this
town went through until the population explosion of the
past decade helped. We assimilated. You didn’t have to live
here for 25 years to lose the “newcomer” label. I felt
immediately welcome – even as a nosy newspaper editor.
That was celebrated Saturday.
Orange? It’s not just the shade of coveralls worn by the
women in a popular TV show. It’s now our colour of caring.
Many of those in attendance, from near newborns to some of
the most senior of seniors, sported the orange.
Orange was in the creations used to “yarn storm” trees and
other items in downtown Stouffville to promote the day.
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Orange was also found in the 35 scarves presented to
residents who care Saturday.

Catherine Krajcik of the Ontario Trillium Foundation receives WS YOU 177
Orange Scarf of Caring from Legacy Project Founder Susan V. Bosak.

BY JIM MASON
The banquet hall at the Royal Canadian Legion looked
dressed to host a rowdy rally of rabid New Democrats.
There was more orange apparel and decorations than during
a World Cup victory party in the Netherlands.
But politics and soccer were not being feted.
Community was being celebrated. You, me and the dog next
door. The school on the corner. That store downtown. The
seniors’ centre. That kind neighbour everyone loves.
Young, old and everything in the middle.
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Officially it was the WS YOU 177 Community Caring
Celebration (www.wsyou177.org).

Paul Crowe of the Lions Club adjusts his scarf.

YOU 177 – 1 World, 7 Generations, 7 Billion People and
YOU – is a “whole-community, all-generation journey from
dreams to legacy, from aspirations to action.” Stouffville is
leading the rest of the country, setting an example and
making a challenge to other communities.

The scarves were handmade by the intergenerational LOOPS
knitting and crocheting group at Parkview Home and by
volunteers in their own homes.

It’s not easy to explain in 30 seconds – and I’m part of its
Facilitating Circle. But it works, given the spirit pouring out
of the Legion Saturday.
If those leaving the hall were sent door-to-door to sell water
heaters or duct cleaning, they would have hit their monthly
targets that night.
Community is a powerful thing. You can’t buy it. You
certainly can’t fake it.
But you can experience it.

The recipients were all worthy, from the teachers and
students who inspire kids and adults alike, to the fine folks
who keep our food bank humming.
But the standing ovation of the day was reserved for Dianne
Darling, the award-winning Stouffville Welcome Wagon
greeter who was recently diagnosed with inoperable brain
cancer.
What medical science can’t do for Dianne, we hope the
prayers of a community that cares and shares can.
Jim Mason is editor of The Sun-Tribune. Follow him on Twitter
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